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ABSTRACT

Research into second language fluency has called for cross-linguistic studies to rule out measures that can be attributed to intra-speaker variation. However, cross-linguistic comparisons in fluency studies are problematic. Research in the area has not necessarily taken into consideration differences across languages such as syllable structure, phonotactics, durational cues to prominence and prosodic levels, and idiosyncratic nature of pause duration.

The preliminary results of this study into L2 fluency in Chilean Spanish speakers of English revealed that speed and pause phenomena were mostly idiosyncratic, and that segments rather than syllables could be a more reliable measure. Durational cues for phrasal level prominence were not implemented consistently in the L1 and pre-boundary lengthening in the L2 was not necessarily being used to signal prosodic constituent boundaries. It may be useful to re-operationalize measures used in L2 fluency studies from a phonetics-phonology interface perspective.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Second language fluency (SLF) has been defined as the ability to speak at length with a few pauses [8]. There are two conceptualisations, broad and narrow, of second language fluency which address the need for its more systematic study [23]. The broad definition equates fluency to all-round oral proficiency [16]. The narrow approach views fluency as a temporal phenomenon that can be studied and measured in terms of the properties of the sound wave [6]. In the narrow conceptualization, utterance fluency, also known as speech fluidity, has been studied for over three decades in terms of quantity and quality of speech. Within fluidity, there is a further subdivision into three components: speed, breakdown, and repair fluency. The first corresponds to the speed of speech, the second to the use of silence, and the third to repair mechanisms deployed by speakers to avoid communication breakdown [25].

Studies into SLF have investigated which measures of speech fluidity can best account for what happens in L2 speech. Research has relied on about 23 different measures to account for fluidity [14] [23]. [24] narrowed these down to four core measures of fluency: syllable run (SyllR=mean number of syllables articulated between silent pauses), phonation run [s] (PhonR=mean speech time between silent pauses), syllable duration [ms] (SyllD=mean syllable duration), and silent pause duration [s] (SPauD=mean silent pause duration). [24] discarded articulation rate (SyllAR=syllables articulated per phonation minute) and silent pause rate (SPauR=silent pauses per phonation minute), although these measures have been widely used both in SFL studies and phonological research into speech tempo with somewhat consistent results. Some studies also suggest that SyllAR correlates highly with fluency judgements [6], especially for beginner learners [5]. In terms of breakdown fluency, shorter SPauD has been said to account for more ‘fluent’ speech [27] with longer SPauD reflecting a higher cognitive load for speech production [26].

In order to decide which measures of SLF can provide the most accurate account of speech fluidity, [23] suggested cross-linguistic analyses where measures of speakers’ L1 are contrasted with measures of their L2. However, there are issues with the operationalization of the measurements used in SLF studies. Firstly, two typologically different languages cannot be compared unproblematically using syllables as an underlying unit. This is especially true in the case of English vs Spanish, where the former allows for syllables with several elements while the later favours the CV structure. Hence, comparing articulation rates across languages may render ‘inflated’ results which may make one language seem inherently faster than the other [22]. Secondly, the use of pauses has been found to be idiosyncratic in different languages and speakers [3] [21], and it seems that SPauD is not as important for fluent L2 speech as is the distribution of these pauses. [11] proposed looking at the effects of dysfluent pauses, that is, those not occurring at constituent boundaries, as this type of pause may be a better reflection of the cognitive load of a task than SPauD. A final issue is that SLF studies have not addressed the effects of language-specific prosodic\textsuperscript{1} features on...
syllable length, hardly ever looking into how lexical (lexical stress) and post-lexical (accent) prominence can be related to fluency (except for [10] and [15]). One phenomenon which has not been addressed is pre-boundary lengthening (PBL). Segments in a word at constituent boundary tend to be longer than if the same segments occur in phrase-medial position [4]. Lengthening has been found to occur both in the final syllable of an IP and in initial stressed syllable of the word. This seems to be a near universal phenomenon as it is found in most languages [9], but its phonetic implementation (i.e., the amount of lengthening) differs across them [18]. For example, PBL is known be less pronounced in Spanish than in English [18] [19]. Therefore, SyllD and SyllAR scores may be skewed by the effects of PBL on syllable duration due to the difference of implementation across languages. With this in mind, the present study attempts to:

- Determine whether segments rather than syllables are more appropriate as the underlying unit for the operationalization of speech fluidity in cross linguistic studies.
- Explore pause phenomena in Spanish and English.
- Explore the relationship between prosodic durational cues and speech fluidity.

One underlying objective of this study is to incorporate a phonetics-phonology interface into the study of L2 utterance fluency by looking at phonetic implementation of phonological structures. For example, this study acknowledges that the two languages have different segmental inventories and syllable formation processes, and these can impact measures of speech fluidity. For PBL, this study looks at how (and if) it is implemented in both languages and whether this implementation has any effect on SLF. A final objective of the study would be to explore the under-documented L2 English production of Chilean Spanish speakers in terms of SLF.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. Participants

The participants were six Chilean Spanish speakers of L2 English (3 females and 3 males, age $M=32$). All of them had an undergraduate degree, they had lived in Australia for an average of 28 months, and their proficiency levels ranged from upper intermediate to advanced. They started learning English during high school as an additional subject, with some training during university. They reported using English in Australia in education and work contexts, mostly in interactions with other L2 speakers.

2.2. Methods

The participants were recorded performing two tasks, both in English and in Spanish. The first was a reading task and the second was a story retelling task where the participants were provided with two stories controlled for cognitive load in terms of the number of characters and plot complexity [17], which they had to narrate in their own words. The audio samples were recorded using the software Samplitude ProX and Charter Oak E700 condenser microphones. These were then processed using WebMAUSBas [13] for automatic segmentation of speech and the alignment of syllables and segments were then manually checked and corrected using the software Praat. The number and duration of segments, syllables, and pauses were extracted using a Praat script to obtain measures of utterance fluency and lengthening. Means, standard deviations and Pearson correlations were calculated using IBM SPSS® Statistics v. 25.

2.1.1. Operationalization of measures

For utterance fluency, the measures chosen were STR, SyllR, PhonR, SyllD, SPauD, SyllAR, and SPauR. The study also proposed three new measures using the same operationalization as SyllAR, SyllD, and SyllR but using segment instead of syllables: segment articulation rate (SegAR=segment per phonation minute), segment duration (SegD=mean segment duration), and segment run (SegR=mean number of segments articulated between silent pauses). These were introduced to explore whether segments were a more appropriate underlying unit than syllables when comparing Spanish and L2 English spoken production.

For pauses, the criteria for cut-off was any silent pause over 100 [ms] which was not an articulatory pause. This choice was made based on [2] who noticed a peak in the presence of brief pauses from 100-150 [ms] both in English and in Spanish. This threshold is much lower than the one usually used in SFL studies, but the cut-off point in previous research has normally been based on researchers’ intuitions rather than theory [12, 24]. The study also differentiated between fluent (FtPauN) and dysfluent pauses (DysPauN) in the analysis.

Syllables were divided following syllabification rules for Spanish and English. For example, consonants in coda position in Spanish were placed in the onset of the following syllable as the language has a preference for open syllables. Pre-boundary lengthening was measured at the level of the Intonation Phrase (IP) before a constituent boundary marked by a pause. These measures were divided into two groups: syllables bearing the pitch accent in the
IP (labelled AccPBS), and those placed before the IP boundary, but not bearing the pitch accent (labelled UnPBS). This was done to avoid confounding the effect of accentual prominence on final syllable duration.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Measures for speech fluidity

Table 1 presents a comparison between SyllAR and SegAR, where ‘percentage of increase’ column (Incr.) shows how much these measures increase when comparing Spanish and L2 English samples. As can be seen, measures in Spanish were always higher suggesting that participants spoke ‘faster’ in their L1 than the L2. But the differences between Spanish and L2 English were narrower when looking at SegAR instead of SyllAR. This suggest that SyllAR renders ‘inflated’ results in the L1, which could lead to the interpretation of them being much ‘slower’ (and therefore, less fluent) in their L2.

Table 1: Syllable articulation and segment articulation rates for both languages in the reading task, presented by speaker (P#) and language.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lang</th>
<th>SyllAR</th>
<th>Incr.</th>
<th>SegAR</th>
<th>Incr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>310.588</td>
<td></td>
<td>751.059</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>415.949</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>940.406</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>321.376</td>
<td></td>
<td>802.467</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>517.352</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>1169.666</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>305.885</td>
<td></td>
<td>749.790</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>459.596</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>1032.673</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>353.102</td>
<td></td>
<td>863.839</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>494.110</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>1135.203</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>278.991</td>
<td></td>
<td>693.251</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>441.338</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>1011.513</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>245.283</td>
<td></td>
<td>614.702</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>396.354</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>898.068</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, a closer look into measures for SegD reveals that these figures are still not reliable enough for cross-linguistic studies. SegD is always smaller in Spanish (SegD for Spanish in the reading task $M_{\text{EN}}=.059, SD=.006$; for the story retelling task $M_{\text{EN}}=.074, SD=.006$; for L2 English in the reading task $M_{\text{EN}}=.081, SD=.010$; for the story retelling $M_{\text{EN}}=.091, SD=.011$) which may be explained by the fact that there is no phonemic length distinction for vowels in the language. Though SegD may not be the most accurate measure, segments might still be a more valid unit when comparing English and Spanish than syllables. Pearson correlations between variables of speech fluidity and STR reveal that the measures created for this study using segments are highly and significantly correlated to STR, where the correlations were more robust than for measures using syllables (SyllAR $R_{S}=.416, p=.043$ vs. SegAR $R_{S}=.487, p=.016$; SyllR $R_{S}=.662, p=.001$ vs. SegR $R_{S}=.684, p < .001$).

3.2. Pause duration and distribution

When comparing the use of pauses, duration and distribution seemed to be related to the type of task being performed. Pauses in Spanish were longer than in L2 English in story retelling and very similar in length in the reading task, as can be seen in Table 2. These results seem counterintuitive considering that story retelling is more cognitively demanding than reading. It could be concluded that speech style has a considerable effect on the use of pauses and that style is idiosyncratic to the languages under study.

Table 2: Number of silent fluent and dysfluent pauses, and means of silent pause duration presented by task (reading task (RT), story retelling (SR)) and language.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Lang</th>
<th>M (SD)</th>
<th>M (SD)</th>
<th>M (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FLpauN</td>
<td>SPauN</td>
<td>SPauD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>25.83</td>
<td>11.14</td>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>4.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.33</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR</td>
<td>31.16</td>
<td>6.49</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The correlations between SPauD and type of task in the L1 ($R_{S}=-.908, p < .001$) and in the L2 ($R_{S}=-.782, p=.003$) show that pauses in this sample were shorter in the reading task but this difference in length was more significant in Spanish. These results seem to reinforce the fact that speaking style is more relevant than cognitive load when it comes to pause duration. Conversely, the number of pauses produced in the different tasks, especially DysPauN, may be a better indicator of the cognitive load of the task than SPauD, given a more frequent occurrence of these in English and even more so in the story retelling task. Added to this, several dysfluent pauses in were found in the 100-250 [ms] (i.e., brief pause) range, pointing to the need of including brief pauses in SLF studies.

3.2. Pre-boundary lengthening

In the reading task in English, AccPBS were the longest for all speakers ($M=.292, SD=.059$), while UnPBS were the shortest ($M=.153, SD=.027$) even when compared to SyllID ($M=.201, SD=.026$). A
possible conclusion is that participants can imitate prosodic features of the L2 implementing length as a marker for post-lexical accent in pitch accented syllables but not for PBL in syllables at IP boundary, even though this is a salient feature in L1 English. In Spanish, length was not consistently implemented neither for marking post-lexical accent nor to signal constituent boundaries. This is in line with previous studies where duration is not systematically used in Spanish to cue post-lexical accent or PBL [1] [20]. Figures 1 and 2 show the results for two participants with the lowest (P4) and the highest (P6) proficiency. AccPBS were longer than UnPBS and SyllD for both speakers in L2 English. These figures illustrate the use of length as a cue to post-lexical accent more than as a marker of IP boundaries. The results for Spanish show high variability between speakers, pointing to the aforementioned lack of consistency in the implementation of length.

Regarding the presence of PBL as a marker of speech fluidity, in the L2 samples AccPBS length highly correlated with PhonR ($R_s=-.716$, $p=.009$), which could mean that longer runs result in longer accented syllables. UnPBS, on the other hand, correlated highly with SPauD ($R_s=.807$, $p=.002$), meaning that syllables are longer before longer pauses. These results suggest that there is a relationship between syllable lengthening and speed and breakdown fluency, and this cannot really be explained by PBL in this sample. Moreover, in Spanish AccPBS and UnPBS (and even SyllD) were negatively correlated to both SyllAR and SegAR, meaning that syllable lengthening in Spanish is susceptible to speed more than any other factor, reinforcing the idea that there is something in final lengthening in L2 English which is specific to this language and may, in some way, be related to speech fluidity.

![Figure 1: Clustered boxplot for AccPBS, UnPBS and SyllD (in seconds) for participant 4, reading task in English (P4(E)) and Spanish (P4(S)).](image1)

**Figure 2: Clustered boxplot for AccPBS, UnPBS and SyllD (in seconds) for participant 6, in the reading task in English (P4(E)) and Spanish (P6(S)).**

4. CONCLUSIONS

This study proposes a revision of the measures used to measure utterance fluency (speech fluidity) in SLF studies. This cross-linguistic analysis relied on the phonetics-phonology interface, looking at what makes the two languages different at the phonological level, how this is implemented phonetically, and whether this implementation has any effect on measures of speech fluidity. From a closer look into syllables in both languages it was evident that this unit of analysis was problematic. Although far from conclusive, the study does offer evidence to call for a revision of the operationalization of speech fluidity measures.

SLF in terms of speed seems to be dependent on the speakers’ style, but it is hard to find unequivocal support for this with the current range of measures. In the study, pause length was mostly idiosyncratic. It may be that the number of dysfluent pauses could reveal more about SLF than the length of these. Finally, syllable lengthening appears to relate to measures of speed and breakdown fluency in L2 English, although it appears that this may be influenced by some other factor than the marking of prosodic boundaries. Despite the small sample size, these findings emphasise the need to revisit the way in which speech fluidity is measured. The next steps in this study are to include a larger number of participants, as well as to conduct further work to find measures that can better account for temporal phenomena in terms of speed, pause, and duration in SLF. This is especially relevant for cross-linguistic studies if researchers are to identify which measures account exclusively for phenomena in L1 speech.
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